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                        We are the world's best designer and manufacturer of awards.
  Our experience has included creating art objects and awards for the most renowned and prestigious artists, brands and organizations.  Quality, service and expertise.
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                        Our custom trophies and awards are sought after by the artists and brands of the world.

                    

                

            

        





        
            
                
                    We are your trophy maker.
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                    Part 1. Expertise
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                    Our experience and process makes a pleasure out of the challenge of custom sculpture.
  We have worked with the best, and we know how to deliver the best.  We believe in a luxury experience for our clients, with approachable service backed by unmatched experience and the drive to push creative and manufacturing boundaries. From design through creation and fulfillment we will guide you through to unmatchable results.  Our goal is to foster a long term relationship of trust and partnership. 
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                    Part 2. Artistry
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                    Artful designs, playful concepts, quality production - we bridge the gap between ideas and products.
 From working with world-renowned artists, graphic designers, fashion designers, brands and personalities, to our own concepts, we know how to fit the product to the occasion. The simplest forms can be the most beautiful, and the most difficult to achieve. We believe in complexity where it's needed, simplicity where it's valued, and overall quality in our work. We know that when the product carries the Society Awards name, that means it's the best. We are fancy, we are minimal, we are delicate, we are industrial.  There is a vision and a personality that runs through our work, but we are not one thing.
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                    Society Awards has a process that allows our clients to experience fluid, seamless custom production and fulfillment.
  The product is bespoke, the process is ours.  From concept through final creation, packaging, logistics, we make the magic happen.  By following the Society Awards process, anything is possible. 
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